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WELCOME TO THE WORLD 
PREMIERE SERIES! 

We are thrilled that you’ve decided to explore the world of composition with your 
ensemble students. Here at YourScore, we are working to help address this standard in a 
way that not only works inside your classroom, but ends in an authentic, vibrant product: 
the World Premiere of a piece written by your students! 

We firmly believe that there are many ways to approach the composition process and 
this may vary widely based on your situation. As such, we have provided several suggested 
approaches to composing for this project. If you have never had students write an original 
melody before, we might suggest talking to a colleague who has (such as your classroom 
music teacher, if you have one) and ask for their advice… if the students in your building 
have experience with a certain approach, perhaps that’s the best route! 

Regardless, our two main approaches will fall under two broad categories: the 
improvisational approach and the compositional approach. In both approaches, we 
have suggested activities and resources to help. In the end however, all you need is to 
generate melodies for the three sections of the piece and arrange them in your preferred 
notation software. 

It will require four steps to complete the piece so it is ready for performance, and is 
detailed in the pages that follow: 

Step 1- Introduction to 
the Project 

Listen to and discuss 
what gives a march it’s 

own unique sound. 
Identify characteristics 

and terminology.

Step 2- Creating 
Melodies 

Through improvisation or 
composition (resources 

provided for both), guide 
your students to create a 
melody for a section of 

the march

Step 3- Arranging the 
Piece 

Determine which 
melodies to use for each 
section. Then, work with 
your students to decide 
who play the melodies

Step 4- Rehearsing, 
Adapting and 
Performing! 

Print and begin 
rehearsing. Adjust as 

necessary and perform 
your piece for your 

school and community!



Step 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE 
PROJECT 

NATIONAL CORE ARTS STANDARDS ADDRESSED 
•Anchor Standard 10 (Connecting): Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to 

make art.  
•Anchor Standard 11 (Connecting): Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and 

historical context to deepen understanding. 

OUTCOME 
As a result of this step, students will understand the historical significance of marches. They will listen to 

and analyze a march, discussing the musical elements that are developmentally appropriate to identify.  

MATERIALS REQUIRED 
•Recordings of several marches 
•YourScore Resource: Recording of “World Premiere March (No Melody)” 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
The main goal of this lesson is to establish the march genre with your students and identify elements 

that make a march what it is. How you approach this introduction is up to you, but we recommend the 
following: 

 1. Discuss the history of marches with your students. 

 2. Listen to at least two marches to identify musical similarities between the two, such as… 
  •The Liberty Bell (Sousa) 
  •The Stars and Stripes Forever (Sousa) 
  •Americans We (Fillmore) 
  •Barnum and Bailey’s Favorite (King) 
  •The Tenth Regiment (Hall) 

 3. In addition to generating a list of musical elements that identify the march genre with your students, it 
will be helpful to integrate the term strain into their vocabulary: 

Strain: a section of a march with its own unique melody. 

 4. Finally, play the provided recording of the World Premiere March (No Melody). Work with the students 
to identify the march elements found in the piece. Guide the students to identify that the march lacks a melody, 
and let them know that they will be creating the melodies themselves! 



Step 2 

CREATING MELODIES 
NATIONAL CORE ARTS STANDARDS ADDRESSED 

•Anchor Standard 1 (Creating): Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. 

OUTCOME 
As a result of this step, students will be guided to create an eight measure melody, either composed or 

improvised, for the World Premiere March. Students will generate musical ideas that reflect the characteristics of 
a march and present them in recorded or written form. 

MATERIALS REQUIRED 
•YourScore Resource: Composing Worksheet 
•YourScore Resource: Improvising Worksheet 
•YourScore Resource: YouTube Accompaniment Videos 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
The main goal of this lesson is to have your students generate an eight measure melody for one of the 

strains of the march. We recommend that many different melodies are generated for each strain, and ideally 
each student would individually create their own melody for one of the strains. Eventually you will have to come 
to a consensus on which melodies will be selected. 

1. There are two ways you can generate your melodies: 

Composing- students write out their melody using the provided worksheet (either handwritten or 
completed in a notation software).  

Improvising- students access our YouTube accompaniment video to create a melody through improvisation 
and refinement. We recommend that the final product is recorded. 

2. Regardless of your approach, use the appropriate worksheet to help students understand how to 
generate a melody. Again, we strongly recommend consulting with your classroom music teacher to see if a 
particular approach has been used in their classroom. 

3. Feel free to work with your students on developing their melody over a week or two. Consider working 
with students on refining their melody, adding dynamics or articulations, or whatever else you feel is 
appropriate. 

4. By the end of the process you should have lots of great melodies to work with as you work to arrange your 
march! 



Step 3 

ARRANGING THE PIECE 
NATIONAL CORE ARTS STANDARDS ADDRESSED 

Anchor Standard 2 (Creating): Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.  

OUTCOME 
As a result of this step, a melody will be selected for each of the three strains of the march, and students 

will work to decide which instruments will play the melody in each section. The melodies will be inserted into 
the World Premiere Notation File for an initial listen. 

REQUIRED MATERIALS 
YourScore Resource: World Premiere Notation File 
YourScore Resource: Import Tutorial 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
The main goal of this lesson is to select the three strain melodies and insert them into the World 

Premiere Notation File. Whichever way you decide to select the three melodies, be sure to be positive and 
encouraging to all of the students who participated in the compositional process. You may feel it is best to 
choose the strains yourself, have students vote, or something else entirely. 

1. Decide upon your three strain melodies.  

2. Open up the World Premiere Notation File in the notation software of your choosing. We highly encourage 
you to watch our import tutorials on our website (www.yourscoremusic.com) to ensure the smoothest import 
of both the score and parts into your software. 

3. Insert each of the strain melodies into the notation file in the “Melody” line at the very top of the score. This 
will play back as a piano line. 

4. In whatever way you see fit, have a discussion with your students about the instrumentation of each 
strain… do you feel like certain instruments would be particularly effective in one of the strains? What might 
different combinations of instruments sound like? Generate conversation with your students that gets them 
thinking about how instrument choice can affect the sound of a melody. 

5. Once you have determined the instrumentation of each section, drop the melody down to the appropriate 
instruments. You may need to adjust ranges of melodies. When it’s all said and done, you now have a piece that 
is ready to print!  

http://www.yourscoremusic.com


Step 4 

REHEARSING, ADAPTING AND 
PERFORMING! 

NATIONAL CORE ARTS STANDARDS ADDRESSED 
Anchor Standard 3 (Creating): Refine and complete artistic work. 
Anchor Standard 5 (Performing): Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.  

OUTCOME 
As a result of this step, students will refine their arrangement through the rehearsal process and perform it 

for their school and community. 
REQUIRED MATERIALS 

YourScore Resource: Printed Score and Parts, World Premiere Notation File 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
The main goal of this lesson is to rehearse, revise and perform your newly created piece. Now that you 

have a piece of music to work with, it’s time to get it ready to debut to the world!  

1. Print your score and parts for your students and begin the rehearsal process.  

2. As you are rehearsing, you may decide you want to make adjustments to your score. This is a great 
conversation to have… perhaps you want to add dynamics or articulations to better convey your ideas. Maybe 
you want to add another voice to the melody of one of the strains. 

3. Make adjustments as necessary during the rehearsal process. Allow the piece to be a living document that 
can reflect the growing musicianship of your ensemble! 

4. A couple of considerations for your concert… 
 -Consider adding “program notes” to your program about the piece… your audience should    

 appreciate all of the hard work that went into this concert. Detail the learning that occurred, and all of the  
 musical ideas that were shared that led to this performance. 

 -Give your piece a meaningful name! This is your piece and as such, give it a name that reflects your   
 band. This is a great opportunity to brainstorm and leave a great mark on your program. 

 -Be sure to credit yourselves in the program… “Composed by the ______________ Band” is more than  
 appropriate. If you want to give YourScore a shoutout in the program, that would be great too! 

 -Record it! Be sure to get a great recording so your students have something to hold onto when the   
 concert is over. 

 -Share it with us! We would love to hear your amazing students’ hard work! Send a recording to    
 hello@yourscoremusic.com.


